Name of the Assessment:
Movement Concept Understanding Check
Purpose of the assessment:
This assessment was designed to check for understanding of some of the basic movement
concepts: pathway, level and body shape.
Suggested Grade Level:
Kindergarten
Materials needed:
The attached assessment page, pencil or crayon for each student and the scoring rubric below.
I used colored pencils.
Time to Complete:
This may take 15-20 minutes (maybe longer) since it is designed for Kindergarten students.
Length of time will depend on the students.
Procedure:
You may want to explain the activity to the students and what the purpose of it is beforehand
(They were eager to help me with my class)! Have students find a space by themselves in the
gym so they can’t see each others papers. Give an assessment page and writing utensil to each
student. You may have to write the student’s name on the paper if they can’t write their own
names yet (my students were able to). Ask them to write their names and grade only (letter K),
to begin (nothing else). Once they did this, I asked them to sit criss-cross if they were ready for
the next direction. I took my students through the assessment one question at a time. After
each question, I asked them to sit criss-cross when they were ready for the next direction. They
did so easily.
Scoring Rubric:
Use the scoring rubric below to score/check for the child’s understanding of the concepts.

Scoring Rubric

0 (needs strengthening) = Student did not correctly identify any of the concepts. Student does
not understand the concepts.
1 (not quite) = Student identified 1 or 2 of the concepts correctly. Student shows a limited
understanding of the concepts
2 (getting there!) = Students identified 3 or 4 concepts correctly. Student is showing a better
understanding of the concepts.
3 (really gets it!) = Student identifies all 5 concepts correctly. Shows a good solid understanding
of the movement concepts.

Straight
Zig Zag
Curved
Draw each pathway next to the word.

Body Shape
Circle the picture that is twisted

Levels
Circle the animal that moves at a high level.
Score:____________

